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Abstract

This thesis report provides a detailed description of an iOS framework implementation for
the product developed at Dohi Sweden, used to target advertisement. Targeting properties
are stored in a relational database and the customer estimates the amount of requests
performed against the database to reach several hundred million requests per month when
fully integrated. Possible system architectures are therefore evaluated using definitions of
scalability, elasticity and availability made in this report. With the possibility of a cloud
based deployment three large cloud service providers are also evaluated using the definitions
made.

Testing of the back-end, coupled with the theory for the evaluation show that the back-end
should be able to handle the amount of requests required. The framework is designed to
provide easy integration, high modularity and only necessary exposure of possibilities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In collaboration with a customer, a framework for smooth handling of advertising in ap-
plications for the iOS-device family has been implemented for this thesis project. With
advertising being one of the main revenues for online media solutions and because targeted
advertising can help increasing this revenue the ability to target advertisement is the main
reason for the implemented framework. The framework is the software provided to devel-
opers integrating targeted advertising in their applications, a front-end is a device running
an application using this framework to request targeted advertising [1] [2] [3].

To provide targeted advertising the front-ends use the framework to perform requests to
a back-end, shown in Figure 1.1, containing a relational database, possibly stored in the
cloud. The back-end has the ability to match front-end user data such as position, given
parameters, connection type etc. with keywords mapped to advertisement of relevance. This
keyword is then used by the framework to request the advertisement from the advertisement
provider.

With the integration of the framework, and its related frameworks for Android and mobile
websites, in live applications for several of the customer clients, the database load is esti-
mated to reach several hundred million requests per month. The design of the back-end
in charge of serving those requests will therefore be evaluated as a step in the process of
providing a reliable service. Because the back-end is a part of a product and not a service
it is also of importance that the back-end can run in a traditional server environment if the
customer should decide not to deploy using cloud services.

Similar systems that are being developed / available, allow for a thorough evaluation on ad-
vantages and disadvantages that need to be accounted for when designing the frameworks.
Customer needs must also be evaluated and taken into account when delivering a specifi-
cation. One of the key demands for this product is to include support in the framework
for in-app interactive advertisements which is interactive advertisement displayed inside the
application, possibly dynamic containing information from the front-end. The framework
also needs to function with different advertisement providers since the customers clients may
not necessarily use the same provider.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

The project presented in this thesis is performed in collaboration with a dedicated team at
Dohi Sweden, a holding company run by Emanuel Dohi that offers products and services
in the audiovisual industry. This thesis report features an in-depth study of different ar-
chitectures suitable for a back-end system possibly deployed in a cloud environment but
definitely with the need to handle the estimated amount of requests. The thesis project
implementation represent the iOS framework, shown in Figure 1.1 as an iOS front-end.

Back-end

Cloud

iOS
Front-end

Advertisement Server

Traffic

Product

Advertisement Provider

Customer
Clients

Figure 1.1: Overview of the system at a high level with all components visible.

1.1 Product Overview

The product, shown in Figure 1.1, consists of three different frameworks implemented for
iOS1, Android2 and mobile Web3, and the back-end4 .The iOS framework is developed as
a part of this thesis project and will be discussed further in Section 3.3. The back-end,
containing a relational database storing all advertisement targets, is evaluated as a part of
the in-depth study in Chapter 4. The devices running applications using these frameworks
are known as front-ends4 and their job is to display advertising that can be targeted.

The customer clients all have their own Traffic entity, which shown in Figure 1.1, with
the responsibility of creating advertisement campaigns based on requests from interested
advertisers. When such a campaign is created it is stored at the advertisement provider using
the client’s account name and a desired alias which may map to a specific advertisement
position, application or whatever the client desires. Several aliases can exist for an account.

1http://www.apple.com/ios/
2http://www.android.com/
3http://www.w3.org/Mobile/
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_and_back_ends
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Advertisement campaigns also contain a keyword. This keyword is stored together with
wanted targeting parameters in the back-end by having Traffic enter that information in a
web-interface provided in the product, but not further discussed in this report. It is this
keyword that the back-end will return to a front-end making advertisement requests, if it
matches the targeting. This keyword can then be used in a request to the advertisement
provider to get a targeted advertisement. A keyword can map to several advertisement cam-
paigns and it is advertisement server logic that determines what advertisement is returned
when multiple matching campaigns are found.

In order to provide dynamic, interactive in-app advertisement it is also required that the
advertisement provider allows for a custom template which dictates the response delivered to
front-ends making advertisement requests. This way the template can contain information
about the advertisement, how it should be displayed, etc. This template is created by the
web-interface when Traffic adds targeting to a keyword and can be copied to the affected
advertisement campaigns.

The dynamic property comes from substitution pairs defined in the template that alter the
advertisement content by for instance substituting in position of the front-end in a map used
in the advertisement.This template is described in detail in Section 3.3.5.

1.2 Purpose

In order to deliver a working framework as a part of the product this project needs to meet
the goals that has been set, a well designed and easy to use framework that has been put
through extensive testing to ensure that it will run under heavy load and on different devices
in different environments without failing to request advertisement. Frameworks failing to
request and display advertising despite the status of the back-end will cause lowered revenue
for the customer and its clients. The details of the goals will be described in Section 1.3.

The in-depth study in Chapter 4 will provide the information needed in order to evaluate
the back-end solution. Although not as critical, since the framework should be able to
request advertisement even without back-end connections, it is still of high importance that
the back-end can serve the amount of traffic that the customer has demanded in order to
provide targeted advertisement.

1.3 Goals

The goals of the thesis project can be divided into four separate goals which are described
in detail below.

1.3.1 Evaluate

A primary part in the thesis project is to evaluate other similar and relevant systems to
find information about advantages and disadvantages that can be used in the design for
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the thesis project. The two major advertisement frameworks up for evaluation are Google’s
AdMob1 and Apple’s iAd2.

As a part of the in-depth study the back-end’s design and implementation will be evaluated
towards the end of the project in concrete terms of scalability and elasticity, as described in
Chapter 4. This evaluation will be made to ensure that the back-end solution can handle
the amount of requests expected to occur with live integration of the framework.

1.3.2 Design

The framework design is of outmost importance, and a vital part of both the theoretical
and practical implementation parts of this project for three reasons:

1. To allow for easy integration in applications.

2. Be highly modular in terms of future additions with high cohesion and low coupling.

3. Expose necessary developer possibilities for different customer needs through a concise
API.

1.3.3 Implement

Back-endiOS
Front-end

Advertisement Server

1.

2.

3.

4.

Figure 1.2: Overview of the workflow in the frameworks for requesting targeted advertise-
ment.

1http://code.google.com/mobile/ads/
2http://developer.apple.com/iad/
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The implementation goal for the framework is split into four separate tasks as shown in
Figure 1.2. They are:

1. Gathering information about the device, user and other parameters specified by the
developers using the framework and sending this information as a request to the back-
end.

2. Parsing the response, received as a list of zero, one or multiple keywords. An important
part of this goal is to handle erroneous situations where the back-end does not return
any keywords, perhaps not even responding at all or when a timeout limit has been
reached.

3. Requesting advertisement from the advertisement server specified by the developer
using the framework. Error handling is also a key role in this goal where bad requests
would lead to the device not receiving any advertising at all.

4. Parsing the advertisement response and determining what type of advertisement was
returned, how to display it and other eventual measures that has to be taken to ensure
correct advertisement placement, animation, associated actions, statistics referrals and
other miscellaneous information necessary to correctly handle the content.

1.3.4 Test

With advertising being the main source of the customers revenue it is of outmost impor-
tance that advertisement is requested and parsed properly. To ensure this, unit testing is
incorporated as a part of reaching the goal of testing along side with user case test scenarios
that will be performed once the implementation is complete.

Unit testing will provide security such as ensuring that parameters are checked for valid
types and ranges, methods returning values, conversions and other unambiguous actions
perform as expected. Tests are derived from functionality associated with formal project
requirements. To aid in testing use-case stories will also be used when testing. These describe
a scenario where a set of actions have to be performed, perhaps at a certain location or while
moving, in order to complete the test. These tests are discussed further in Section 2.3.

In Chapter 4 the results from tests run by the product-team’s database administrator using
the benchmarking tool Apache Benchmark5 will aid the evaluation of the back-end database
architecture.

1.4 Outline

Chapter 1 of this thesis report covers the general purpose and outlined goals. Chapter 2
explains the general methodology used during the development process at Dohi Sweden.
Chapter 3 contains a deeper look at the framework implemented and its connection to the
back-end.

5http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/programs/ab.html
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A thorough study of different architectural choices available for scalability is performed
in Chapter 4 which ends with a description of the choices made in the back-end developed
during the project and a reflection coupled to test results and product requirements. Chapter
5 ends thesis report with a discussion about the general outcome of the project, its goals
and its requirements.



Chapter 2

Development process

This chapter describes the development process used while developing the framework. Sec-
tion 2.1 is an overview of the agile developing method used at Dohi Sweden. Section 2.2 talks
about the evaluation of existing advertisement frameworks and suitable evaluation criteria.
Section 2.3 describes the introduction of test-driven development in the work process and
at Dohi Sweden.

2.1 SCRUM Process

Dohi Sweden uses an agile development method called Scrum1. Scrum, distinguishable
from other more iterative processes, divides the project into several sprints with a time span
ranging from one to a few weeks. A sprint is the basic development unit in SCRUM. During
a sprint the team is to create a potentially deliverable product increment [17].

The purpose of having short sprints, and using agile development methods in general, is to
quickly build prototypes which can be tested to make quick decisions on how to proceed.
Figure 2.1 visualizes a sprint and the tasks required to finish it.

Companies and project groups usually use their own modified version of the Scrum develop-
ment method. The version and work-flow used at Dohi Sweden is a compromise of previous
experiences at the company and the deadline for the project but still closely follows Figure
2.1 with each sprint constituting one week’s worth of work (assuming 8 hours per day, 5
days a week).

Tasks are used within sprints to describe requirements and the estimated time they will need
to be completed. If the amount of time required exceeds a threshold value the requirement is
divided into smaller tasks. Keeping the tasks at the lowest possible level without specifying
implementation details ensures that they are conceptually easy, allowing a more steady flow
of progress to be reported. By grouping the divided tasks into components they are also
easier to order by either expected difficulty or by the order of dependency on other tasks

1http://www.scrum.org/

7
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Figure 2.1: A work-flow overview of a typical sprint planning session. Each ball contains
tasks needed to perform a sprint.

The granularity of these tasks varies slightly, but as a consistency measure and to aid
in project progress overview they are all averaging roughly four hours each. The typical
workday is 8 hours, with five days a week; yielding an expected task completion rate of
ten tasks per week. As a tool aiding the Scrum workflow PivotalTracker2 is used at Dohi
Sweden to track tasks and sprint deadlines. Here follows a breakdown of the activities shown
in Figure 2.1.

– Daily Scrum - Every day begins with a Scrum meeting, discussing:

• What was done yesterday

• Problems that had been encountered

• What has to be done until tomorrow

– Sprint-Retrospective - Each week concludes with a summary stating:

• Completed weekly tasks

• Problems that had been encountered

• Tasks that had to be postponed or modified

– Demo & Release - Each week concludes with a presentation for the project manager
including the progress and if available, a demonstration.

– Sprint Planning - Each week concludes with each of the team-members informing
the project manager about their tasks planned for the coming sprint.

2https://www.pivotaltracker.com/
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A sprint is considered completed when a new week begins. Tasks not completed in one
sprint will be placed in a so called backlog, for tasks that have not been planned. When
possible and suitable those tasks will be added again to a sprint during the sprint planning.
The concept of accepting a weekly progress is related to a measurement of how well the
actual progress matched the planned activities.

If there are any unplanned interrupts or bugs introduced that consumes a lot of time, this
may lead to some tasks not being completed as planned. In these cases, the progress may be
considered unacceptable, and some tasks may have to carry over to the next sprint. Some
tasks may have to be discarded completely or postponed indefinitely.

Short sprints offers the ability to make short-term workload readjustment and therefore
decisions to discard, postpone or redistribute tasks may be avoided with the help of the
daily scrum meetings where progress and difficulties is closely monitored. This makes it
easier to make adaptive changes to regulate the progress with the ultimate ambition to
avoid having to resort to discarding or postponing tasks.

2.2 Evaluation of Existing Software

As mentioned in Section 1.3.1 the two main actors in the scene for mobile device advertising
today are Google and Apple. While Google provides a complete solution for several different
platforms, Apple’s product only work for iOS devices. The main drawback with both of
these products is that they only work with their own advertisement suppliers and neither
is therefore of any use to the customer in this project because of the requirement to handle
different advertisement providers used by the customers clients.

However, both these products offer a great insight in how to present interactive and in-app
displayable advertisement and will therefore be evaluated and compared in such way. Find-
ings from evaluating both products will be used in the design of the framework implemented.
The existing solutions will be evaluated in Section 3.2 using the following criteria:

1. The ability to integrate the framework with ease in new products and when available,
compare integration steps when using different platforms.

2. Required steps for requesting advertisement and having the banner displayed.

3. Developers’ ability, and required effort, to affect targeting of advertisement.

2.3 Testing

Test driven development3, or in short TDD, was introduced as a new way of working at
Dohi Sweden with this project. TDD at Dohi Sweden and specifically within this project
differs from the standard short repetitive development cycle shown in Figure 2.2 because it

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test-driven_development
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Figure 2.2: Visualization of typical TDD workflow.

also relies heavily on use case scenarios. In contradiction with Figure 2.2 tests are re-run
after performing code clean up in order to assure sustained functionality, also known as
refactorization. Code with failing tests is not allowed to be added to the repository until
fully functional, which is controlled in three ways:

– Individual developer responsibility.

– Project manager’s approval.

– Use of integration server software to track failing tests.

Jenkins4, a continuous integration server, was also introduced together with TDD. Jenkins
works in collaboration with subversion to track changes etc. Jenkins is configured to auto-
matically retrieve the last entry in the subversion repository, build it and run all available
unit-tests. If any error would occur during these phases Jenkins will display the cause of
this error, for instance which test caused the failure.

For the iOS framework developed in this thesis project the Xcode5-shipped unit testing kit
SenTestingKit is used [36]. Although testing in Xcode offers the ability to run application
tests on devices to test hardware such as the GPS, this option was not used because of the
integration with Jenkins which was only configured to run tests using the Xcode simulator.
Instead use-case scenarios was used to test hardware like the GPS.

4http://jenkins-ci.org/
5http://developer.apple.com/xcode/
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A typical logic test can for instance be used to test the parsing of the substitution placehold-
ers, mentioned in Section 1.1, in an URL used for the advertisement. A use-case scenario
would be running the application on an actual device, using targeting that is restricted to
a geographic position and check whether the GPS receives a location and if it was a correct
location.
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Chapter 3

Front-End

This chapter focuses on the front-ends described in Section 1.1. Section 3.1 provides a
definition of advertisement content. The evaluation of existing products, by the criteria
found in Section 2.2, is performed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 covers implementation specific
details for the framework described in Section 1.1 and shown in Figure 1.2 as an iOS device.
This thesis report only covers the iOS framework although the Android and mobile Web
implementations share many similarities.

3.1 General Advertisement Structure

Advertisement displayed on a mobile device such as those running iOS differs from advertise-
ment seen in other media such as newspapers or television. Mobile devices usually provide
much less space for advertisement and therefore the first part of the advertisement visible
to a user is the advertisement banner. A banner usually only occupies a small portion of
the screen and is designed to attract the attention of the viewer. The banner can be placed
anywhere on the screen but is most often seen at the top or bottom.

When generalized, two things can happen when the banner is clicked. The content is either
displayed inside the application, or outside using different iOS native applications. The
latter option is the most common way of displaying advertisement. Displacement within
the application is one of the key features for advertisements in the product framework and
will be discussed further in Section 3.3.6.

3.2 Evaluation of Existing Products

The two main actors mentioned in Section 1.3.1 will be evaluated using the following defi-
nitions from Section 2.2:

13
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1. The ability to integrate the framework with ease in new products and when available,
compare integration steps when using different platforms.

2. Required steps for requesting advertisement and having the banner displayed.

3. Developers’ ability, and required effort, to affect targeting of advertisement.

These products will be evaluated with the iOS framework in mind. It will still be mentioned
if the product is available for other platforms or not.

3.2.1 Google AdMob

Google has two products for advertising in a mobile environment. AdSense1 is recom-
mended for mobile web publishers and AdMob2 for mobile application developers [32].
AdMob can be used with the Android, iOS (at least version 4.3), and Windows Phone 7
platforms.

AdMob can be used to deliver text and image banners along with full-screen web applications
that Google calls interstitials3. Advertising used to open App Store, iTunes and other native
applications is also supported. Advertisement can be targeted using location, demographic
area and special cases using search queries entered in the SDK-provided search banner view.
Table 3.1 describes the necessary steps to add AdMob banners to an iOS Application [33].

Table 3.1: Steps to add AdMob banners to your iOS App.

– Import GADBannerView.h

– Declare a GADBannerView instance in your application’s UIViewController

– Create it

– Set the ad’s unit ID - your AdMob Publisher ID

– Set the ”root view controller”

– Add the view to the UI

– Load it with an advertisement

When creating the banner, both size and position needs to be provided for the banner. On
iOS devices, the AdMob SDK only supports 4 different predefined sizes. Three of these
are for the tablets in the Apple i-device family and only one corresponds to iPhone and
iPod size. Advertisement can be refreshed programmatically or if specified in the specified
AdMob account, refresh with a given rate between 12 and 120 seconds [34].

When displaying advertisement content with the AdMob SDK, banner clicks usually takes
the user to some sort of in-app browsing experience. Interstitials are used as splash screens

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AdSense
2http://www.admob.com/
3http://www.google.com/ads/mobile/advertisers/adformats/interactive-interstitial.html
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while loading other content and presents the user with rich HTML5 content which covers
the entire screen.

Google AdMob cannot be used with advertisement providers of the developer’s choice. De-
velopers are restricted to using advertisement provided by the Google advertisement network
in which businesses can buy advertisement exposure by adding advertisements, and budgets
for how much money an advertisement can spend over a period of time. Developers earn
revenue by the number of advertisement interactions performed.

3.2.2 Apple iAd

Apple’s iAd4 product is only available to iOS devices and in a few selected countries not
including any of the European countries where the product initially will be available. Tar-
geting can only be made in a way that excludes competitors or uses keywords and URLs
in the application. Banners are quite easy to add to the applications with iAd since it is
already built in the SDK that is used when developing iOS applications, this allows for a
drag and drop placement of the banners in applications [35].

Banners in iAd, much like in Google’s AdMob, have predefined size options that depend on
the device the advertisement is displayed on. Displaying advertisement content using iAd
is done either in-app or by using native applications to open the target. When dealing with
in-app displays the advertisement can either be displayed as a popup or, if displayed on a
tablet, as full-screen. iAd banners cannot be requested but instead they are delivered to
applications by a server.

3.2.3 Conclusion

As previously mentioned in Section 2.2 neither of these frameworks are suitable for the task
because they only provide advertisement within their own systems. External advertisement
providers cannot be used.

Google’s AdMob integration is fairly straight forward for experienced developers and there is
plenty of documentation to consult if things go wrong but it was decided upon a mix between
the two systems by the product team when designing the product frameworks. To keep the
drag and drop part developers can still chose the location for the advertisement banner by
placing a UIView anywhere they want the advertisement to be seen, either programmatically
or by drag and drop.

The iAd advertisement delivery system is not of any use in the product because that would
leave the developers without any control over advertisement requesting, and because adver-
tisements are stored at the advertisement provider which is not a part of the product. Instead
AdMobs requesting by having developers manually call for new advertisement within the
code was decided upon, both for requests to the back-end and to the advertisement provider.

Targeting of advertisement differs between the two evaluated systems. Google’s AdMob lets
developers provide search queries programmatically while Apple’s iAd deliver advertisement

4http://advertising.apple.com/
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based on settings in the iAd account connected to the application. To keep things simple
in the framework, most targeting options are used by default if available and the only thing
developers can change is adding geo location targeting and search queries like in AdMob.
These options are altered, just like in AdMob, programmatically and will be described in
detail in Section 3.3.

3.3 Product iOS Framework

The implementation of the iOS framework will be described in the order in which operations
are performed when requesting advertisement from an advertisement provider. The classes,
which make up the framework API, the developers need to interact with are:

– AdSettings Contains all the required and optional settings a developer can change in
order to affect the result of request made to the back-end. The user can for instance
enable positioning to get advertisement based on position. If the developer would try
to create an object of this class without all required settings an exception is thrown
telling the developer what needs to be changed.

– AdContainer Holds information about where the advertisement banner should be
placed on the screen. The developer has to provide a UIView5 which is of the size
and at the position the developer want the advertisement banner to appear. If the
developer would try and create an object of this class without all required settings an
exception is thrown telling the developer what needs to be changed.

– AdErrorDelegate Delegating6 error information to the developer. Error such as
timeouts, bad requests or other errors which are not detectable at the time of creation
for the two classes AdSettings and AdContainer.

With interaction between developers and the framework minimized there are a few classes
behind the API that help perform the tasks required to complete requests, these are de-
scribed below:

– AdPhoneInformation Performs all data gathering of device dependent information
such as carrier, connection, operating system and its version etc.

– AdLocationInformation Gathers location information about the device and makes
sure that the current location is still valid if/when needed. Tries to minimize the
GPS usage in order to conserve battery life. Can turn positioning on/off completely
depending on what settings are used.

– AdURLParser Handles parsing of URL strings where placeholders need to be ex-
changed for data in requests made to the back-end and advertisement providers.

5http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/uikit/reference/uiview_class/UIView_

Class.pdf
6http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/General/Conceptual/

DevPedia-CocoaCore/Delegation.html
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– AdRequest Excecutes all requests both to back-end and advertisement providers.
When making requests to the back-end this class also does the task of assembling all
information from a AdSettings object to a URL.

– AdResponse Validates all response received in the framework, both for back-end and
advertisement requests.

– AdResponseData If a valid response is received the previous class creates a response
object in which all data in the response is stored. Two different versions exists, one
for back-end and one for advertisement providers response.

– AdExpandController This UIViewController7 is used to display in-app content
when needed, either by expanding or by using a popup display method.

3.3.1 Data Gathering

Data gathering takes place before the developer can request any advertisement from the
providers. When using the framework the user has to specify the following parameters
when creating an AdSettings object, which is the initial step in the requesting process.

Table 3.2: Required data developers need to specify in AdSettings objects.

Parameter Description

adServerURL The default URL for advertisement providers such as Ad-Tech8

or Emediate9(Note that these URLs link to sample providers
and not valid request URLs.)

keywordIdentifier Specifying the key-value pair of the adServerURL query in
which the keyword possibly returned from the back-end will be
placed [18].

company Advertisements are mapped to company names to allow for
multiple companies in the back-end database. The names of
the customers clients can be used here.

appName Holds the alias mapped to a specific set of advertisement
campaigns as described in Section 1.1. Advertisements
returned from the provider will match the alias given in appName.

These parameters also define the lifetime of AdSettings objects because the required pa-
rameters cannot be changed during the lifetime of the objects but instead new objects with
correct parameters need to be created. This helps minimize the API that developers need
to interact with to make the framework easier to use.

The AdSettings objected is created and then used together with a UIView, chosen by the
developer for displaying the advertisement banner, to create the AdContainer object used
when request advertisement later on. AdContainer objects can alter their AdSettings object
to change the result of requests but they are always connected to the same UIView specified

7http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/uikit/reference/UIViewController_

Class/UIViewController_Class.pdf
9http://www.ad-tech.com/

10http://www.emediate.biz/
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by the developer at the time of creation. An AdContainer object cannot be created without
an AdSettings object or an UIView.
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Required Targeting

Table 3.3: Framework specified data.

Parameter Description

UUID Application unique identifier for statistics stored in the back-end.
manufacturer Manufacturer of the device. In the iOS framework this defaults to

Apple.
osName Operating system of the device. In the iOS framework this defaults to

Apple.
osVersion Version of the operating system.
carrierName Name of the carrier used currently in the device, if such information

exists.
connectionType Device connection will either be of type WiFi or MobileCarrier.

The parameters in Table 3.3 should be self explanatory and they are used to target adver-
tising. As an example, advertisement with video of high quality, heavy to stream, might
not be of any use for a device running on carrier networks because of mobile data payment
plans, network latency etc. Apple devices have little use for advertisement of other device
applications or even applications incapable of executing on the given version and so on.

Optional Targeting

Table 3.4: Optional data developers can to specify in AdSettings objects.

Parameter Description

geoPositioning Enable or disable positioning as a part of the request to the
back-end.

geoPositioningInterval Interval for how often the framework should poll the GPS
for a new location.

geoPositioningPrecision Define a minimum precision required to accept the position
that the GPS has returned.

searchValues[3] Three parameters for which the developer can specify
anything of their choice.

gatewayRequestTimeout Value for total timeout of the back-end request.
adServerRequestTimeout Value for total timeout of the advertisement provider request.

If positioning is used, the framework will store latitude and longitude returned by the GPS of
iOS devices, precision will also be stored in order for the back-end to calculate a coordinate
bounding box in which the device will exist. If GPS is unavailable, enabling positioning will
not have any effect on the request made to the back-end. If a required precision is set all
positions returned by the GPS with lower precision will be discarded.

In order to ensure that the framework receives a position update before requesting a keyword
from the back-end the framework enters a loop, in which it stays until a valid position has
been acquired or until a timeout occurs. This timeout value is set to gatewayRequestTimeout/2
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so that it cannot consume the entire time set aside for requesting. The optional parameters
in Table 3.4 can be altered between requests without having to create a new AdSettings
object.

3.3.2 Back-End Request

Before performing any back-end requests, the URL for the request is created by the same
class performing the request. This URL is created from the AdSettings object, found in the
requesting AdContainer object, which contains all necessary information for the back-end
request.

The scheme and authority might differ depending on where the back-end is currently avail-
able but the path section of the URL defines what version of the protocol is used and which
action the back-end should execute, in this case protocol version 1 and the back-end should
fetch keywords for advertisement.

From the default back-end request URL,

http://(back-endurl)/1/getAd?,

a valid URL is built by adding the required parameters described in Table 3.5. If not all
required parameters are found in the URL the back-end will return with a descriptive error
message.

Table 3.5: Required back-end URL parameters.

Parameter Description

mobileos See osName in Section 3.3.1.
network See connectionType in Section 3.3.1.
account See company in Section 3.3.1.
appname See appName in Section 3.3.1.
manufacturer See manufacturer in Section 3.3.1.
deviceid See UUID in Section 3.3.1.

With the basic information in place, the URL might look something like this for a valid
back-end request:

http://(back-endurl)/1/getAd?mobileos=iOS&network=WiFi&account=mycompany&appname=

myapp&manufacturer=Apple&deviceid=9E6CEC64-1F01-4884-AB7A-C004149F7470

This request would tell the back-end that the requesting device manufactured by Apple is
running an application named MyApp from the company MyCompany on the iOS oper-
ating system via WIFI with the device id 9E6CEC64-1F01-4884-AB7A-C00419F7470.

The optional parameters for back-end requests are only added to the URL string if they are
intended to be used. If the data does not exist in the AdSettings object parsed it wont be
added to the back-end URL.
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Table 3.6: Optional back-end URL parameters.

Parameter Description

osversion See osVersion in Section 3.3.1.
carrier See carrierName in Section 3.3.1.
longitude Coordinate from the position received if positioning was turned on.

See geoPositioning in Section 3.3.1.
latitude Same as with longitude.
accuracy Accuracy from the position received if positioning was turned on.

See geoPositioning in Section 3.3.1.
search(1-3) See searchValues[3] in Section 3.3.1.

3.3.3 Back-End Response

When a request to the back-end has been made, the framework waits until a response is
received or if the request exceeds the timeout limit(see Section 3.3.1). If a timeout occurs the
back-end request is discarded and the framework can move on in the process of requesting
advertisement.

If the request is completed and a response is received, it will be in a JSON10 format.
If something with the request did not work the response will contain error information
explaining where the error occurred, for instance a required parameter missing or illformed
values.

3.3.4 Advertisement Provider Request

No matter how the back-end request responds, the advertisement provider request needs to
be executed in order to display advertisement on the device, which is of key importance to
the customer of the framework. This implies that the request can be performed without
altering the URL given by developers using the framework (see Section 3.3.1).

If the back-end request was successful, the keyword identifier (see Section 3.3.1) in the
advertisement provider URL will be replaced with the keyword returned in the back-end
response. As described in Section 1.1 this keyword is used to target the advertising using
the parameters described in Section 3.3.1.

This request also loops until it has been completed or if a timeout occurs. The timeout is
separated from the back-end requesting (see Section 3.3.1) since it is more crucial that this
request actually succeeds and thus is generally given more time. If the timeout occurs the
framework will resort to the default URL entered by the developer using the framework (see
Section 3.3.1).

10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
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3.3.5 Advertisement Provider Response

The advertisement response has to follow a given XML template, briefly described in Section
1.1, in order for the framework to cooperate with the given advertisement provider. If the
advertisement provider cannot respond to a request using the XML template, that provider
is not suitable for use with the product framework. Since a valid advertisement response is
crucial for displaying any kind of advertisement on the device these operations have to runt
smoothly in order to ensure the stability of the framework.

To use the same template for every framework the XML had to be padded, just like
JSONP11, to allow for cross-origin resource sharing that normally would break the same
origin policy12. Within the callback the XML data from the template is actually stored as
a string. The XML template is described in Table 3.7:

Table 3.7: XML template definition.

<AdContent version adId adMethod height width methodDirection>

<BannerContent size></BannerContent>

<LargeBannerContent size methodDirection></LargeBannerContent>

<StatisticsURL></StatisticsURL>

<Target>

<Substitute placeholder value format></Substitute>

. . .

<TargetContent type></TargetContent>

</Target>

</AdContent>

11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSONP
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Same_origin_policy
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The XML-tags shown in Table 3.7 described thoroughly:

– AdContent(required) is the root element of the template.

• version(required) describes the template version and is used to ensure that the
template can be parsed correctly.

• adId(required) is used for internal statistics and is thus sent back to the back end
if the advertisement is clicked.

• adMethod(required) defines the method for displaying the advertisement. Cur-
rently available methods are: ”Popup”, ”Expand”, ”Contract”, or ”Browser”.
More information in Section 3.3.6.

• height / width(required for: expand, contract) contains information about the
size of the banner when expanded or contracted.

• methodDirection(required for: expand, contract) tells which direction the banner
should expand or contract.

– BannerContent(required) holds a URL to the advertisement banner image described
in Section 3.1.

• size describes size of the banner.

– LargeBannerContent(optional) is used when wanting to display a larger, banner
for instance in expanded display mode. Holds a URL to the banner image.

– StatisticsURL(optional) allows for separate statistics calls when advertisement has
been clicked.

– Target(optional) directs users to advertisement content.

• Substitute(optional, multiple can be used) defines a changeable parameter in
the target URL.

∗ placeholder(required) is the same string as the placeholder used in the target
URL.

∗ format(required) defines what format the substituted value should have. Use-
ful for deciding the number of decimals for instance.

• TargetContent(optional but if left out, interaction is disabled except for expand
and contract) holds the URL to the content that should be loaded on clicks.

∗ type(required) tells what kind of content will be loaded. Available types are
”HTML”, ”Link”, ”Video” and ”Map”.

The framework also makes sure that the response follows the XML template described in
Table 3.7. Otherwise the response will be loaded as regular HTML and it would then be
the advertisement providers responsibility to ensure that the response is loadable as HTML.
The advertisement received can still be a targeted advertisement but it cannot benefit from
the advantages of the XML template as described in Section 1.1.

Advertisement content of type Video cannot be displayed in-app because of limitations in
iOS preventing YouTube videos to be played anywhere else but the native video application.
Advertisement method Browser will also prohibit the content from being displayed in-app.
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3.3.6 Displaying Advertisement

In-app advertisement and banners is displayed using an UIWebView13. By modifying what-
ever is to be displayed in the WebView to a link, the WebView can be used to detect when
clicks have been made. This technique allows for run-time determination of the chosen dis-
play method at any give time using the information found in the XML template described
in Table 3.7.

Advertisement that cannot be displayed in-app instead uses a UIApplication14 native method
called openURL to open a suitable iOS native application for displaying the content. Web
pages will load in Safari, Youtube videos in the iOS Youtube player, App Store URLs will
open in the App Store and so on. Table 3.8 briefly explain the different ways of displaying
advertisement content.

Table 3.8: Method of displaying content.

Method Description

Popup Fills the screen, almost fully, with a popup containing the content found
in LargeBanner if it exists, otherwise TargetContent is used.

Expand Expands the initial banner in the given methodDirection. Contains
LargeBanner if available otherwise TargetContent. The banner will expand
to the height/width provided in AdContent.

Contract Starts off in expanded mode when the view is loaded and will contract
to the initial height and width either when a user interacts with a dismiss
button or when a timer has run out. The timer value is set by
the developers using the framework. LargeBanner is used if it exists
otherwise TargetContent is used.

Browser Displays content outside of the application using TargetContent.

To minimize redirects, which usually causes white screens to be displayed in the mobile web
browsers, statistics requests are performed in the background if such URL is given in the
XML template. Statistics is also sent to the back-end using the application UUID (see Table
3.3) and the adId matching received advertisement with back-end keyword (see Table 3.7).

3.3.7 Packaging

As described by Karl Stenerud15 developer friendly libraries are tricky to distribute. Aside
from the library itself public includes, resources etc. also need to be manually included
when using a library. The Apple way around this is frameworks, folders with a standard
structure that includes everything to use a library.

The issue however is that Apple does not allow dynamically linked libraries in iOS and
therefore also removed functionally in Xcode for creating static iOS frameworks. Static

13http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/uikit/reference/UIWebView_Class/

UIWebView_Class.pdf
14http://developer.apple.com/library/IOs/documentation/UIKit/Reference/UIApplication_Class/

UIApplication_Class.pdf
15https://github.com/kstenerud/iOS-Universal-Framework
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frameworks are however still allowed and can still be created. The packaging of this product
into a framework makes use of the predefined scripts and tweaks by Stenerud.

Because the framework is static this means that general iOS frameworks used by the frame-
work still need to be included by the developer using the framework. The developer will
not be able to compile and link their applications if frameworks needed are missing, instead
this will generate error messages by Xcode.

Third party libraries used in this product needs to be shipped in the framework bundle. To
avoid issues with linking they have been renamed with an added postfix incase a developer
is already using the same type library, an issue that could not be helped any other way
because of the way Xcode does linking.

To use the packaged framework all developers need to do is simply drag the build into the
Xcode project and include the main header file. The framework is built for Apple’s iOS
devices such as iPod16, iPhone17 and iPad18.

3.4 Results

This section will provide the results of the framework implementation. The only part visible
to front-ends is the method of displaying the advertisement and therefore the visible result
will be presented here.

Figure 3.1 shows different possibilities for placement of advertisement banners. In Figure
3.1(a) three different advertisements, using the same banner, have been spread out vertically
in the application. Figure 3.1(b) is one advertisement placed at the bottom using a different
banner.

Figure 3.2 is a visualization of some of the displaying methods described in Section 3.3.6.
Figure a shows an expanded, to about half screen, view displaying the content of the ad-
vertisement. In Figure b the same advertisement content has been expanded to about full
screen size.

The advertisement content in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) is of the type Video and as explained
in Section 3.3.5 further interaction with the content would open the video clip in the native
YouTube player. The popup method is displayed in Figure 3.2(c) and it is basically just a
fullscreen view of the content. All of the in-app displaying methods can be closed with the
button residing in the top left corner.

3.4.1 Reflection

The two main framework requirements are described in Chapter 1 as the ability to pro-
vide in-app interactive advertisement formats and functionality with different advertisement

16http://www.apple.com/ipod/
17http://www.apple.com/iphone/
18http://www.apple.com/ipad/
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(a) Banners in three positions. (b) Banner placed at bottom.

Figure 3.1: Banner placement examples.

providers. As described in Section 1.1 and shown in Section 3.3 both of these requirements
are fulfilled as long as the advertisement provider can provide keywords mapped to ad-
vertisements and make use of the product XML-template described in Table 3.7 in their
response.

As described in Section 1.3.2 the framework design is of high importance for three reasons:

1. To allow for easy integration in applications.

2. Be highly modular in terms of future additions with high cohesion and low coupling.

3. Expose necessary developer possibilities for different customer needs through a concise
API.

A combination of the evaluation performed in Section 3.2 and the distribution precautions
described in Section 3.3.7 help provide a framework that is easy to integrate in applications.
As mentioned in Section 3.3 the only thing needed other then the framework API classes is a
container view for where advertisement should be displayed. The framework packaging helps
users integrate quickly because of the few steps required to add it to an existing application.

High modularity was attempted by minimizing knowledge of other components between
classes. However it is likely that higher modularity could have been provided if a design uti-
lizing inheritance and having data gathering classes conform to a certain protocol, allowing
for easier adding or removal of such classes.

It is however not necessary to provide modularity at such levels since any kind of alteration
to the framework would require a new distribution to the customer for effects to take place.
This means that the targeting that is provided cannot be changed without updating the
framework for applications that want to use the new functionality. All possibilities to target
advertisement is at all times exposed by the AdSettings object. It is in the developer’s
hands to configure this in a way that suites their needs.
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(a) Smaller expand. (b) Larger expand. (c) Fullscreen popup.

Figure 3.2: Displaying method examples.
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Chapter 4

Back-End

As described in Chapter 1 the back-end for this project contains a database that needs
the ability to handle the large amount of requests with high peaks estimated for the prod-
uct. This chapter will discuss different designs suitable for databases deployed in a cloud
computing environment.

Definitions of scalability, elasticity and availability will be used when comparing the three
main providers Amazon Web Services1, Google App Engine2 and Microsoft Azure3, dis-
cussed in this thesis report. Design choices made for the back-end, shown in Figure 1.1, will
also be discussed later in this chapter in the terms of scalability, elasticity and availability
defined in the beginning of this chapter.

4.1 Back-End Database Properties

A brief explanation is provided for properties that is required in the back-end even if deploy-
ment would not be cloud based since the choice is the customers to make. These properties
are required for the back-end to handle the estimated load and load fluctuations in a dynamic
way while also minimizing downtime caused by different kinds of failures.

4.1.1 Scalability

Scalability is a highly desirable static property that indicates the system’s ability to handle
growing amounts of work or improve throughput when additional resources are added to
the system. It is called a static property because it does not describe a system’s ability to
scale in a dynamic manner without interruptions in throughput. Scalability also includes
the ability to remove resources to avoid unnecessary hardware utilization [4] [5].

1http://aws.amazon.com/
2http://code.google.com/appengine/
3http://www.windowsazure.com/

29
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Scalability can be defined as ”A system whose performance improves after adding hardware,
proportionally to the capacity added, is said to be a scalable system.”. This is what makes
cloud computing a critical technology for green computing. There are two basic ways in
which a system can scale by adding resources. Horizontal scaling, a.k.a. scale-out, and
vertical scaling, a.k.a. scale-up [4] [5].

– Scale-out is achieved by adding more nodes, often running on low cost commodity
hardware, and having a load balancer directing workload to the newly added node [4]
[7] [8].

– Scale-up is achieved by utilizing more resources in a single node, often running
more expensive and powered hardware, or by adding resources to a single node (cpu,
memory, etc.) [4] [7].

Both options have its disadvantages when it comes to scalability. Scale-out can increase
complexity when it comes to administering a large number of compute nodes [4]. When
using scale-up the entire computing node must be replaced once the limit is reached for the
specific hardware [8].

4.1.2 Elasticity

Elasticity is a dynamic property closely coupled with scalability that describes the system’s
ability to scale on demand altering throughput while the system is operational with little or
no interference [4]. With the ”pay-as-you-go” business model, meaning that you are charged
depending on how much resources you consume, used in cloud computing environments this
is a important property to keep costs to a minimum while ensuring performance for systems
with high load variations.

4.1.3 Availability

Quickly mentioned in [6], availability is the quite straight forward property describing how
well the system can handle different kinds of failures that might render the service unavail-
able.

4.2 Relational Database vs Non-Relational

Traditional relational database models have been widely used in enterprise environments
for over two decades but has been receiving a lot of critique for its performance in clouds.
The main part of this criticism talks about relational database management systems lacking
general cloud features such as scalability, elasticity etc [4] [9] [12] [13].

A non-relational database model called key-value store have been adopted in some way by
many of the leading cloud computing companies including the three main providers discussed
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in this thesis report. Key-value store usually place a larger burden on application developers
because of the lack of capabilities to allow multiple object access [4] [11] [12] [13].

The most notable difference between the two database models is the schema4 used for
relational databases. It defines the design of the database, for instance relationships, and
rarely changes. Key-value stores are not defined by schemas. Requesting the two differs as
well. SQL is the standard language for relational databases while key-value stores depend
on the implementation but is usually centered around simple get and put operations [9] [11].

Key-value stores are said to provide high scalability and availability, features many claim
that relational database models lack [4] [12] [13] [16]. All of the main cloud providers
discussed in this thesis report provide both relational and non-relational databases. The
non-relational databases are all variants of the key value store with slightly different ways
of modeling their data [15].

4.3 Database Architectures

A classical and widespread database architecture is described in [5] as a three-tier, client-
server database architecture [9] [10]. Front-end, described in Section 1.1, requests are
dispatched by a load balancer to available machines running web and application server
software. The web and application machines transform the client requests into database
requests and pass them along to the single database server responsible for interpreting the
request, returning a result and update the database if needed. The database can be stored
locally with attached disks or organized in a storage area network.

The classical architecture can scale elastically by adding or removing web and application
server machines and with load balancing performed in an earlier stage this modification does
not interfere with the system’s ability to serve requests. The classical architecture can also
scale by adding or removing storage if needed. However this architecture does not scale the
database server beyond the single machine initially used and is therefore restricted in its
ability to scale and serve client requests through the entire process [5] [10].

The architectures described below are variants of the classical architecture. They can also
be combined to gain benefits of the architectures being combined [8].

4.3.1 Partitioning

In a partitioning architecture the database is split up and spread out over several database
servers. When scaling is needed database servers can either be added or removed to match
the current workload. Different partitioning schemes can be used to split the data over
several different servers. The partitioning can be visible, or more desirably transparent, to
the requesting web / application server [5] [8] [10].

Partitioning allows for requests changing the database to be distributed over several different
database servers. Although the architecture provides scalability, for requests changing the

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_schema
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database, it suffers in elasticity. When workload rises or drops so that the number of
database servers can be modified, repartitioning and copying of data must take place. In a
pure partitioning architecture a loss of a server node will cause an outage at least for users
requesting data from that server [4] [5] [8] [10].

4.3.2 Replication

When using a replication architecture every database server controls a copy of the entire
database. Workload is dispatched to the different database servers where one node, known
as the master, is responsible for updating the database and providing new copies to the rest
of the nodes. As with partitioning replication can be either visible or transparent, where
the latter is more desirable [5] [8] [10].

For requests reading the database replication will scale very well but with requests changing
the database the master can become a bottleneck. A key design aspect with replication is
consistency and scalability will also depend on the importance of consistent copies at each
node. Replication also increases availability since copies of the database exists if nodes were
to fail. In a pure replication architecture a loss of a server node will only cause temporary
outage until the work dispatcher redirects users to servers still available [5] [8] [10].

4.3.3 Distributed Control

Distributed control is a distributed architecture also characterized as a shared-disk archi-
tecture with storage separated from the database servers. A shared-disk architecture means
that nodes share the same storage and therefore access the same data. To reduce overhead
database servers are also often grouped with the web / application server. Distributed pro-
tocols with different levels of consistency is used to synchronize requests This architecture
can scale at both the server and storage layer [5] [9].

4.4 Cloud providers Amazon, Google & Microsoft

This section focuses on the products offered by the three main providers. The providers will
be evaluated using the definitions of scalability, elasticity and availability in Section 4.1.

4.4.1 Amazon Web Services

Amazon Web Services can be described as a collection of remote computing services that
together make up a cloud computing platform. The most notable services are described
below:

– Elastic Compute Cloud(EC2)5 provides the user with resizable compute capacity

5http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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that can be scaled manually or automatically. EC2 machines can run a set of different
operating systems and allows for the user to select instance types from a set of different
configurations. EC2 instances can also be used together with other Amazon Web
Services for properties such as storage persisting independently of the EC2 instance
lifetime which is not a property found in standard EC2 instances. EC2 can be used
for both Scale-up by changing instance configuration, and Scale-out by adding more
instances [14] [15] [26].

– Simple Storage Service(S3)6 is a bucket-based7 storage service that comes in two
configurations, standard storage and reduced redundancy storage. Both provide high
availability and redundancy but reduced redundancy storage is design to decrease
cost by having slightly weaker rules for redundancy. Both configurations provide their
redundancy by replication of data to other instances running in the same region.

S3 uses read-after-write8 consistency when adding new objects. Eventual consistency
is used for overwrites and deletes. S3 does not have to be configured with desired
amount of storage but instead users pay for what they use. S3 can only be used for
Scale-out by adding more instances [14] [15] [27].

– SimpleDB9 conforms to a key-value store as described in Section 4.2. Because Sim-
pleDB does not use rigid schemas for data flexibility exists when it comes to altering
the data model on the fly. Although SimpleDB does not offer complex transactions
and relations in favor for performance it does provide transaction semantics such as
conditional puts and deletes.

SimpleDB allows for both partitioning and replication to scale its throughput and for
redundancy reasons. As with S3 SimpleDB also provides two configurations for read
consistency. Eventually consistent reads which maximizes read performance and con-
sistent reads which is used in critical cases where reads must be consistent. SimpleDB
can only be used for Scale-out by adding more instances [5] [14] [28].

– Relational Database Service(RDS)10 is a relational database service which is easy
to set up, operate and scale. Users can choose between MySQL and Oracle database
management systems which means that code, applications and tools already used for
existing setups can be used in RDS.

When using MySQL, replication also becomes available to enhance redundancy and
help scale read requests. Users can also choose between different standard configura-
tions and computing power can also be increased with API calls to help with scalability
in an elastic manner. RDS can be used for both Scale-up by changing instance con-
figuration, and Scale-out by adding more instances [5] [15] [29].

All of the above services can provide database functionality. SimpleDB and RDS are
database services, EC2 machines allow users to run any software including database manage-
ment systems and there exists database variants using the distributed control architecture
running on S3 services [5] [14].

6http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_S3
8http://shlomoswidler.com/2009/12/read-after-write-consistency-in-amazon.html
9http://aws.amazon.com/simpledb/

10http://aws.amazon.com/rds/
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Amazon describes their RDS as a service recommended for customers who require relational
storage possibly with existing applications, code or tools for such systems but still want
to make use of the availability and scalability that clouds can offer. Running database
management software on EC2 machines is recommended for customers wanting the complete
administrative control over their database server without infrastructure or hardware to host
them selfs [20].

SimpleDB is recommended to customers who does not need a relational model but instead
wants to utilize simple index and query functions. SimpleDB is also for customers wanting
high availability and an elastic scalability without heavy administrative burden. For the S3
service, Amazon does not mention using it as a database but instead as a storage/backup
for EC2 instances since it does not automatically store backups [20].

4.4.2 Google App Engine

Google App Engine is a service that provides three different runtime environments that
users can choose between for their applications depending on the intended language for the
application. The three environments are Java which allows any language using a JVM-based
interpreter or compiler, Python and Go11. Google App Engine provides automatic scaling
and load balancing if applications have been developed using the services as intended [5]
[15] [21].

Google App Engine provides a service known as Datastore that is a kind of key-value store
as described in Section 4.2. The Datastore is a combination of partitioning and replication
architecture and comes in two different configurations [21].

– High-Replication Datastore (HRD) provides high level of availability but has
higher latency for writes.

– Master/Slave Datastore is designed around the same principles as MySQL repli-
cation described in [8]. Data is only written to a master node which is responsible for
propagating the data to the slaves.

Google, much like Amazon, also provides users with a relational database called Google
Cloud SQL that can be used with App Engine applications. Like with App Engine this ser-
vice is maintained, managed and administered automatically allowing users to concentrate
on the application.

Google Cloud SQL offers the capabilities of a MySQL database which allows for data,
applications and tools to be moved in and out of the cloud, allowing high portability. Google
Cloud SQL is replicated to multiple geographic regions to provide high availability. Google
Cloud SQL does however not offer replication for scaling purposes and computing power
is limited to the maximum instance available. Google App Engine can be used for both
Scale-up by changing instance configuration, and Scale-out by adding more instances [22]
[37] [38].

11http://golang.org/
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4.4.3 Microsoft Azure

Much like Amazon Microsoft Azure consists of a collection of remote computing services
that together make up a cloud computing platform. One difference between the two is that
Microsoft Azure runs its own operating system and users cannot change this. Scalability is
provided by allowing users to add or remove instances [23].

Just like Amazon and Google, Microsoft provides two different services usable as a database,
one is labeled as a database and the other as storage:

– SQL Azure Database is built on SQL Server and thus provides a relational database
service with added cloud features such as scalability and availability. SQL Azure uti-
lizes partitioning to several nodes to provide scalability and replication for availability.
Applications written with recent technology to communicate with SQL Server can be
used with SQL Azure as well. SQL Azure can only be used for Scale-out by adding
more instances [24] [25] [30].

– Azure Table Storage is a kind of key-value store that can also be used as a database.
As with SQL Azure the data stored in Azure Table Storage can be partitioned to
several nodes for scalability. Azure Table Storage can only be used for Scale-out by
adding more instances [15] [24] [31].

4.5 Product Back-End

The back-end for product includes an application server, database server and storage as
described in Section 4.3. This Section will discuss details about the choices made for the
back-end database architecture and ends with a smaller results section showing benchmark-
ing results.

4.5.1 Estimated load

Because of the nature of this system, as described in Section 1.1, the database can only be
altered by the web-interface, provided with the product, used when Traffic adds or removes
advertisement campaign targeting. The front-ends running the frameworks can only perform
read requests in this system. That means that the load will consist mainly of advertisement
targeting requests with the assumption that the advertisement targeting database will not
be changed frequently.

Assumptions can also be made about the database size since advertisement targets that
have expired or in other way fulfilled its purpose will be removed. Even though the amount
of read requests are expected to reach several hundred millions per month, the number
of advertisement targets found in the database at any given time will be limited since
advertisement at the advertisement providers have a limited life-span. This lowers the need
for scaling the storage. With several hundred million estimated requests per month the
average load per second is estimated to 400 requests and peak load per second is estimated
to 40000 requests.
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4.5.2 Database Model

The database model chosen for the back-end by the team database administrator is the
relational model as described in Section 4.2. The model was chosen mainly because of the
existing knowledge of relational databases within the team, but also since the back-end is
part of a product and not a service the choice for deployment is the customers to make. If
the choice would fall on anything other than a cloud deployment it is best if the product is
as friendly to different solutions as possible and relational databases have been widely used
a long time.

Another reason for the relational model is because all three evaluated cloud service providers
are using their own implementation of key-value stores which makes migrating data harder,
and they all provide relational databases and tools for migrating from and to the relational
database management system MySQL12. MySQL is also the chosen database management
system for the task because of its compatibility with both cloud environments and standard
hardware server environments.

4.5.3 Architecture

Because of the estimated load being mostly read requests the replication architecture de-
scribed in Section 4.3 is used for the back-end. MySQL also provides replication via a
feature called MySQL Replication [8]. The replication model used for this back-end is the
master/slave being described in Section 4.3.

If a cloud based deployment would be chosen the Amazon RDS service provides the same
functionality as MySQL Replication13. MySQL Replication can also be set up manually
using EC2 nodes. Both Google and Microsoft only use replication for availability in their
relational databases and would therefore not be a good choice when the back-end is designed
for increasing throughput by replication.

Partitioning can of course also be used but in such a small database with very few write
requests it is just not necessary to partition and increase write throughput. If the size would
grow and number of write requests increase, it would be best to partition this database using
the attribute describing what account a specific advertisement belongs to, since read requests
will never extend to several accounts at the same time. Read requests are therefore said to
belong to the account specified when the request is created, see Section 3.3.2.

When using the account-attribute for partitioning it would be hard to scale by adding
or removing nodes. If a peak is reached in throughput and the data have already been
partitioned using every account it would only serve as a bottleneck preventing further scaling,
unless used in combination with replication.

As mentioned in Section 4.3 architectures can also be combined and a combination of repli-
cation and partitioning, although scaling both reads and writes, is not necessary within the
problem domain for the back-end, again, because of the distribution of request types.

12http://www.mysql.com/
13http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.1/en/
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4.5.4 Deployment

As previously mentioned deployment depends on the customer’s choice. This section will
discuss the different services mentioned in Section 4.4 and the ability to easily deploy the
back-end in those services. For completeness a standard hardware server deployment will
be mentioned as well.

Amazon Web Services

Only the EC2 node, being a compute node, can run the back-end application server on the
same instance and therefore if S3, SimpleDB or RDS is used the application server would
have to be run elsewhere, possibly in a separate EC2 node.

– EC2 provides the best environment for deployment straight from a MySQL replication
setup.

– S3 would require a redesign of the database since it is not running a relational database
management system.

– SimpleDB would require a redesign of the database since it is not running a relational
database management system.

– RDS could use the existing database design since it is available with the MySQL
database management system and MySQL Replication for scaling.

Google App Engine

Both services operate with Google App Engine and therefore the application server can be
deployed with the option to use either of these two as a database.

– Datastore, Google’s key-value storage solution would require a redesign of the database.

– Cloud SQL would easily be able to use the existing database design since it is a re-
lational database management system. Cloud SQL does however not support MySQL
Replication.

Microsoft Azure

These services only provide database functionally and therefore cannot run the application
server.

– SQL Azure Database uses a relational database model and therefore the database
does not need to be redesigned. However because it uses only partitioning for scala-
bility the efficiency of the back-end will be limited, as mentioned in Section 4.5.3.
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– Azure Table Storage being a key-value storage solution would require a redesigned
database and because it only uses partitioning for scalability the efficiency of the
back-end will be limited, as mentioned in Section 4.5.3.

Hardware Servers

As mentioned earlier MySQL will be used as database management system and its feature
known as MySQL Replication for scalability. Even though normally used to describe a
cloud feature scalability can also be achieved with regular hardware servers. Because of the
definition of scalability, found in Section 4.1.1, the back-end should also be able to scale and
provide throughput on hardware servers when a server is added or removed.

Although well bundled with documentation on how to install the back-end, the customer will
require adequate knowledge about servers and MySQL. A cloud environment installation
can be equally hard but will require less knowledge about maintaining servers etc.

4.5.5 Results

To test throughput of the back-end both the application server and database would need to
be tested and the command line tool called ab, Apache Benchmark mentioned in Section
1.3.4 does just that. This program is used to perform HTTP requests to the back-end which
allows for the application server to transform the HTTP request to a database request and
have the result being sent back.

The back-end is deployed to an EC2 High-CPU Extra Large node running the following
specifications:

– 7 GB of memory

– 20 EC2 Compute Units (8 virtual cores with 2.5 EC2 Compute Units each)

– 1690 GB of instance storage

– 64-bit platform

– I/O Performance: High

– API name: c1.xlarge

All tests were performed by the back-end developer using 13 computers located in Ume̊a,
Sweden with an estimated latency of 55ms, an average value measured seconds before per-
forming the tests, to the european location of the Amazon cloud, ec2-eu-west. This is the
URL that was used for the tests, a pure read request(for more information about the content
of the URL see Section 3.3.2):

http://ec2-79-125-74-198.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com/1/getAd?account=test&network=

WiFi&appname=testapp&mobileos=Android&deviceid=1&search3=pingtest&search2=pingtest&search1=

pingtest&osversion=4.0
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Test 1

Test 1 was performed using the following command, on all 13 computers simultaneously:

ab -c 30 -n 3000 URL

Meaning that HTTP requests using URL will be performed in chunks of 30 until 3000 have
been executed.

It took 13.2 seconds for all 13 machines to finish the test. With a total of 13*3000 requests
performed the node were able to handle about 3000 requests per second. The time measured
is the time it took for the test script to get all 13 machines running the test until completed
and performing the cleanup.

Test 2

Test 2 was performed using the following command, on all 13 computers simultaneously:

ab -c 30 -n 4000 URL

Meaning that HTTP requests using URL will be performed in chunks of 30 until 4000 have
been executed.

It took 17.1 seconds for all 13 machines to finish the test. With a total of 13*4000 requests
performed the node were able to handle about 3000 requests per second. The time measured
is the time it took for the test script to get all 13 machines running the test until completed
and performing the cleanup.

Reflection

The tests could have been more thorough, but performing 3000/4000 requests from 13
different computers with different latencies gives an understanding about how many nodes
may be needed to serve the amount of requests required. The results, 13.2 / 17.1 seconds,
is worst case results since the test waits for all computers to finish their individual tests.

With 3000 requests per second even one single node is enough to serve the estimated monthly
number of several hundred million requests. However, this does not account for the peak
loads described in Section 4.5.1. With peak load estimated to be able to hit 40 000 requests
per second and one node able to serve 3000 requests a total of 13 nodes would be needed in
order to keep throughput stable during peaks.

At the time of writing a replicated environment using EC2 nodes had not been setup and
therefore further tests could not be made in order to prove the back-ends ability to handle
peak load. In theory the data model and architecture chosen is very suitable to handle this
specific type of problem with a very large amount of read requests and very few write. It
is therefore assumed that the choices made will provide adequate throughput even during
peak loads. Of course further tests to validate this statement are needed before shipping
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the product. It has already been shown that the design will be able to handle the desired
amount of requests even without scaling, the estimated peak loads will however require
scaling.

Out of the three relational cloud services offered by the three different providers, the one
with most similarities to the chosen design is Amazon’s RDS. It can be assumed that this
design would be able to handle the peak load with similar setup of 13 High-CPU Extra
Large nodes.

With several claims of key-value stores providing high scalability, as described in Section
4.2, assumptions can be made that such solutions would scale properly as well. However
claims that relational database models lack features such as scalability should not be taken
to seriously. Scalability is highly coupled to the problem domain that needs scaling, as
described in Section 4.3. Different architectures provide scalability for different kinds of
database requests.

As described in Section 1.3, an important goal for this project is the evaluation of the back-
end in this chapter. Tests have not clearly shown the back-end handling estimated peak
load but a strong theoretical foundation given in this chapter, during evaluation of different
solutions, allows for the assumption that the back-end will scale to handle peak load.



Chapter 5

Discussion

This chapter will provide a general discussion of this project. For specific discussions about
front-end implementation see Section 3.4.1 or back-end evaluation see Section 4.5.5.

The goals of this thesis report are met. The design-goals set for the framework are of
high importance in the process of providing a smooth experience for developers using this
framework in their applications. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1 the evaluation of existing
products along with the distribution precautions described in Section 3.3.7 help provide an
easy to integrate framework, which is one of the design-goals.

And although other design choices can provide higher modularity the framework is still
responsive to alterations. As shown in Section 3.3.1 the framework provides a very concise
API for developers to use. The possibility to target advertisement is at all times exposed
to the developer by the AdSettings object and it is their responsibility to configure this in
a way that suites their needs.

Implementation of the framework closely follows the goals set in Section 1.3.3 and Both
main requirements described in Chapter 1 are fulfilled as long as the advertisement providers
used to request advertisement from can provide their output in the XML-template format
described in Table 3.7. Unit-tests are heavily used during the implementation in cooperation
with use-case scenarios, as described in Section 2.3, to fulfill the goal of a stable well tested
framework capable of requesting advertisement despite the state of the back-end.

Evaluation of the possible back-end solutions provides great insight in the different architec-
tures available and suitable for a cloud-based deployment and conclusions are made about
the back-ends ability to handle the estimated amount of requests. Since the back-end’s de-
ployment configuration is the customer’s to choose a traditional and well known relational
database model is used.

As described in the evaluation of different architectures the nature of the product back-
end, with most of the load being read requests, works well together with replication to
provide scaling. And although tests have not confirmed that the back-end can provide
the throughput needed during peak load, estimated to reach 40 000 requests per second,
it has been shown in theory that the back-end should not have any problems scaling its
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throughput.

The architectural choices made for the back-end makes it easy to setup using either regular
server hardware configurations or Amazon EC2 nodes in a cloud environment. Both these
options should provide a scalable, elastic and available environment thanks to the replication
architecture used.

5.1 Future Work

For future work I would recommend evaluating the possibility of incorporating storage of
advertisement campaigns in the back-end. This would increase the flexibility of the system
and would also help reduce the required steps for people working in Traffic, described in
Section 1.1, when advertisement and targeting should be added.

Another interesting aspect would be to see comparisons of relational and key-value store
database management systems when modeling the same kind of data. The two systems
could be tested in terms of scalability and elasticity, complexity for modeling different kinds
of data, etc.
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